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Abstract. Service-based applications (SBAs) will increasingly be composed of third-party services available over the Internet. Reacting to
failures of those third-party services by dynamically adapting the SBAs
will become a key enabler for ensuring reliability. Determining when to
adapt an SBA is especially challenging in the presence of conversational
(aka. stateful) services. A conversational service might fail in the middle
of an invocation sequence, in which case adapting the SBA might be
costly; e.g., due to the necessary state transfer to an alternative service.
In this paper we propose just-in-time testing of conversational services
as a novel approach to detect potential problems and to proactively
trigger adaptations, thereby preventing costly compensation activities.
The approach is based on a framework for online testing and a formal
test-generation method which guarantees functional correctness for conversational services. The applicability of the approach is discussed with
respect to its underlying assumptions and its performance. The benefits
of the approach are demonstrated using a realistic example.
Keywords: service testing, online testing, stateful services, test generation, proactive adaptation

1

Introduction

Service-based applications (SBAs) are increasingly composed of third party services available over the Internet [22]. Third party services are owned and controlled by organizations different from the service consumers and thus can change
or evolve in ways not anticipated by the service consumer. This means that even
if third-party services have shown to work during design-time, they need to be
(re-)checked during the operation of the SBA to detect failures. Such failures
then should trigger the adaptation of an SBA to ensure that it maintains its
expected functionality and quality.

1.1

Problem Statement

Determining when to trigger an adaptation is especially challenging if conversational services are employed in a service composition. A conversational service
is one that only accepts specific sequences of operation invocations. This is because some operations may have preconditions which depend on the state of the
service. The set of all acceptable invocation sequences is called the protocol (or
choreography) [10] of the service. An example is the shopping basket of an online
store. The shopping basket is initialized first. Then, some items are added to the
basket, some might be removed, until a checkout is performed.
The first invocation of a conversational service can work as expected. However, the invocation of that service at a later stage of the interaction sequence
could fail due to the service not conforming to the expected protocol. Adapting
the SBA to react to such a failure could be very costly: First, the state of the
conversational service (e.g., the items in the shopping basket) might need to be
transferred to an alternative service. Second, compensation actions might need
to be initiated (e.g., if the items have been marked as reserved in a warehouse
service, those reservations need to be revoked).
1.2

Contributions of the Paper

This paper introduces an automated technique to determine when to proactively trigger adaptations in the presence of conversational services, thus avoiding
costly compensation actions. The proposed technique builds on previous work
on testing and monitoring of conversational services [9, 10] and on online testing
for proactive adaptation [13, 19].
We advocate performing just-in-time online tests of the relevant operation
sequences of the constituent services of the SBA. Here, just-in-time means that
“shortly” before a conversational service is invoked for the first time within the
service composition, the service is tested to detect potential deviations from the
specified protocol.
The generation of the test cases is grounded in the formal theory of Stream
X-machines (SXMs). SXMs have been utilised [9] for the automated generation
of test cases, which, under well defined conditions, guarantee to reveal all inconsistencies among the implementation of a service and its expected behaviour.
To ensure that just-in-time testing can be done with feasible cost and effort,
as well as in reasonable time, we propose a new way of reducing the number
of test cases, such that we can still guarantee that the conversational service
behaves as expected in the context of the concrete SBA. In addition, we propose
executing most of the “costly” test preparation activities during deployment
time.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In Sect. 2, we discuss
related work. Sect. 3 introduces a running example to illustrate our technique
for just-in-time online testing. Sect. 4 provides an introduction to the formal
underpinnings as well as the available tool support. Based on these foundations,
Sect. 5 describes our technique, which is then critically discussed in Sect. 6,
focusing on its applicability in realistic settings.

2

Related Work

Various approaches have been introduced in the literature to determine when to
trigger the adaptation of SBAs. Typically, in such a setting, monitoring is used to
identify failures of the constituent services (see [2] for a comprehensive survey) by
observing SBAs during their actual use and operation [5]. However, monitoring
only allows for a reactive approach to adaptation (cf. [13]), i.e., the application is
modified after a failure has been monitored. To support pro-active adaptation,
prediction of the future functionality and quality of the SBA is needed. Initial
solutions are available for predicting the violation of SLAs (e.g., [18]). However,
the focus of that work is on quality attributes and not on protocol conformance.
In our previous work, we have introduced online testing as an approach to
predict the future quality of the SBA and thus to trigger pro-active adaptation [13, 19]. Online testing means that the constituent services of an SBA are
systematically fed with test inputs in parallel to the normal use and operation
of the SBA. Although our approach [19]—different from other uses of online
testing (cf. [23, 6, 3, 1])—has shown how to employ online testing for triggering
pro-active adaptation, it has only focused on stateless services and violations
of quality contracts (such as performance). Thus, those techniques, are not yet
capable of addressing the challenges introduced by predicting whether conversational services will violate their functional contracts in the context of an SBA.
Our proposed online testing approach also differs from existing testing and
monitoring techniques for services (see [20] for a comprehensive survey). Those
techniques only perform tests before or during deployment, whereas after deployment, they resort to monitoring to assess the quality (e.g., see [12] where an
approach for protocol testing and monitoring of services is introduced).

3

The e-Shop Example

The example presented in this paper concerns an e-Shop SBA which is composed
of three services: CartService, ShipmentService and PaymentService. Clients select the items they wish to purchase, then provide the shipment details, and
finally pay. The composition has the following workflow (i.e., main flow of service invocations):
– An order is created by adding items to the order via the CartService.
– Using the ShipmentService, a shipment is created given the origin, destination, date and weight of the order; the shipment rate is calculated based on
delivery type.
– The customer is charged the total cost by the PaymentService.
There are many alternative third-party services which could provide the ShipmentService, such as UPS, FedEx, and DHL. There are also alternative thirdparty services which could provide the PaymentService, such as Paypal, and
VISA payment. Therefore, we consider this composition as a realistic example
for demonstrating our approach for just-in-time testing for proactive adaptation.

Since we will use the ShipmentService as an example for how to perform
just-in-time online testing, we describe that service and its operations in more
detail. Table 1 lists the complete interface of the service.
Table 1. The interface of the ShipmentService
Operations

Inputs

Outputs

create
getShipmentRate
oneStepShipment
cancel
confirm
getConfirmedRate

origin, destination, shipmentDate, weight
shipmentType
shipmentType
-

rate
rate

The ShipmentService is initiated by calling the create operation with the
origin and the destination of the delivery, the date of the shipment and the total
weight of the package as arguments. The shipment cost is calculated for different
types of delivery (e.g. normal or express) via the getShipmentRate operation.
The confirm operation finalizes the shipment. Once confirmed, the operation
getConfirmedRate is used instead of the getShipmentRate operation for getting
informed about the cost of the shipment. The shipment can be canceled with the
cancel operation, unless it has been confirmed. The ShipmentService provides
also the oneStepShipment operation, which does not expect a confirmation from
the client.
The ShipmentService is a typical example of a conversational service in which
only specific sequences of operation invocations (protocol) are allowed. The following restrictions specify the protocol:
– initially no operation can be called except the create operation;
– confirm can only be called after at least one getShipmentRate call;
– getShipmentRate can be called many times to get different rates for different
types of delivery but not after confirm or oneStepShipment;
– getConfirmedRate can only be called after confirm or oneStepShipment;
– cancel cannot be called after confirm, nor after oneStepShipment;
– no operation can be called after cancel.

4
4.1

Fundamentals
Stream X-Machines

A Stream X-Machine (SXM) [17, 14] is a computational model capable of modeling both the data and the control of a system. An SXM is like a finite state
machines but with two important differences: (a) the machine has some internal

Fig. 1. State transition diagram of the conversational interface of ShipmentService

store, called memory; and (b) the transition labels are not simple symbols, but
processing functions that represent elementary operations that the machine can
perform. A processing function reads inputs and produces outputs while it may
also change the value of the memory.
An SXM [14] is defined as the tuple (Σ, Γ, Q, M, Φ, F, q0 , m0 ) where:
–
–
–
–

Σ is the finite input alphabet and Γ is the finite output alphabet;
Q is the finite set of states;
M is a (possibly) infinite set called memory;
Φ is a finite set of partial functions φ (called processing functions) that map
input-memory pairs to output-memory pairs, φ : Σ × M → Γ × M ;
– F is the next state partial function that given a state and a processing
function it provides the next state, F : Q × Φ → Q;
– q0 and m0 are the initial state and initial memory respectively.
Parallels can be drawn between an SXM and a stateful Web service: SXM
inputs correspond to SOAP request messages, outputs correspond to SOAP response messages, and processing functions correspond to Web service operation
invocations [10, 9].
Example. The conversational behavior of the ShipmentService (see Sect. 3)
can be modelled with an SXM. The diagram in Fig. 1 shows the state transition
diagram of the SXM (i.e., the next state function F ). Each processing function (e.g., cancelPF) is triggered by the corresponding operation (e.g., cancel).
The memory of the SXM consists of a single numeric variable: the cost of the
shipment.
4.2

Test Case Generation

SXMs have the significant advantage of offering a testing method [16, 15, 14]
that ensures the conformance of an implementation under test (IUT) to a specification. The production of a finite test set is based on a generalization of the
W-method [4]. It is proved that only if the specification and the IUT are behaviorally equivalent, the test set produces identical results when applied to both

of them. The testing method rests on certain assumptions and conditions which
will be explained and discussed in Sect. 6.
The first step of the method consists of applying the W-method on the associated finite automaton A = (Φ, Q, F, q0 ) of the SXM and produces a set X ⊆ Φ∗
of sequences of processing functions:

X = S Φk+1 ∪ Φk ∪ . . . ∪ Φ ∪ {} W
where W is a characterization set and S a state cover of A and k is the estimated
difference of states between the IUT and the specification. A characterization
set is a set of sequences for which any two distinct states of the automaton are
distinguishable and a state cover is a set of sequences such that all states are
reachable from the initial state.
Finally, the test set T ⊆ Σ ∗ is constructed by converting each sequence of
processing functions in X to a sequence of inputs. For this purpose, appropriate
input data sequences need to be generated, that trigger the corresponding processing function sequences. The input sequences and the corresponding output
sequences produced by the model animation (the model acts as an oracle) provide
the test cases that guarantee the equivalence of the IUT to the specification.
Due to space limitations, more information about the test generation method,
its application on the specific example, and the generated test cases can be found
online at [11].
4.3

Tool Support

A tool suite for the specification of SXMs and automated test case generation [8]
is available in Java (JSXM). The JSXM language for modeling SXMs is based
on XML and Java inline code. The XML-based specifications in JSXM facilitate
easier integration with Web technologies and related XML-based Web service
standards. JSXM supports animation of SXM models, model-based test case
generation and test transformation. The test case generation implements the
testing method introduced in Sect. 4.2 and generates a set of test cases in XML.
As such, the test cases are independent of the programming language of the
IUT. Test transformation is then used for transforming the XML test cases to
concrete test cases in the underlying technology of the IUT. Currently, both a
Java test transformer and a Web Service test transformer are available, which
automatically generate JUnit and XMLUnit test cases respectively.
Example. Due to space limitations, the corresponding code for representing
the SXM of the example in JSXM can be found online at [11].

5

Just-in-time Online Testing

As motivated in Sect. 1.2, we want to check that all constituent services will
behave according to their contract before they are invoked in the context of the
SBA, thus increasing confidence that the execution will not be aborted due to a

Fig. 2. Just-in-time online testing during composition deployment and execution.

failure at a later point. We achieve this by means of just-in-time online testing,
which means that the protocol of the service is tested “shortly” before the service
is actually invoked from the service composition (the SBA).
Example. In our running example, the execution of the composition begins
with invoking the CartService. This leaves some time3 for on-line testing of the
ShipmentService and the PaymentService. In the case, for example, that the
ShipmentSevice is not functionally correct, an adaptation will be triggered. A
possible adaptation might suggest to choose a ShipmentService from an alternative provider.
5.1

Test Generation during Composition Deployment

Test generation is a time-consuming process which could slow down the execution of the service composition if tests were generated during the operation of
the SBA. Therefore, we propose performing the test case generation during the
design or deployment of the service composition.
During the definition of the business process (or workflow) and the deployment of the service composition, specific service providers for each constituent
service are chosen and bound to the composition (step 1 in Fig. 2).
The provider provides both the service implementation (possibly as a Web
service) and the service specification (as an SXM model) and claims that the
implementation conforms to the specification.4 Applying the test generation
3
4

This is especially feasible when a user takes some time to enter the items via a GUI.
A method to derive an SXM specification from a semantically annotated Web service
utilizing ontology-based and rule-based descriptions is proposed in [21].

method to the SXM model generates a complete test set for the whole protocol. This test set will thus also include invocations of services not used by the
current composition. Testing these operations is unnecessary and increases the
testing time during test execution.
Determining the Composition Context. The context of the service w.r.t
the composition (shortly called the composition context) is defined as the subset
of all operations of the constituent service which are invoked by the composed
service (step 2 in Fig. 2).
Example. If the composition uses only the 2-step shipment facility and moreover without ever using the option to cancel a shipment, then the operations
oneStepShipment and cancel do not belong to the composition context, which
in that case consists of the following operations: create, getShipmentRate,
confirm, and getConfirmedRate.
Reducing the Model. To improve the efficiency of on-line testing our technique reduces the number of test-cases to those which will guarantee the correctness of the behavior in the current composition context. To this end, the original
SXM model is retrieved from the provider (step 3 in Fig. 2) and it is reduced to
an SXM model for the composition context (step 4 in Fig. 2).5
The reduced model (Σr , Γr , Qr , M, Φr , Fr , q0 , m0 ) is constructed from the
original model (Σ, Γ, Q, M, Φ, F, q0 , m0 ) as follows:
1. Σr : Inputs from the input alphabet Σ which correspond to service operations not in the composition context are removed;
2. Φ0r : Processing functions triggered by removed inputs are removed from Φ;
3. Fr0 : Transitions labeled with removed functions are removed from F ;
4. Qr : States which are not reachable from the initial state via the transitions
in Fr0 are removed from Q;
5. Fr : Transitions starting from a removed state or ending to a removed state
are removed from Fr0 ;
6. Φr : Processing functions which do not label any remaining transitions in Fr
are removed from Φ0r ;
7. Γr : Outputs which are not the result of any remaining processing functions
in Φr are removed from Γ .
M, q0 , and m0 remain the same.
Example. Fig. 3 illustrates the state transition diagram of the reduced SXM.
Removed states, transitions, and processing functions are shown in gray.
5

Although filtering the set of test cases (generated from the original SXM model)
would be possible in theory, this leads to practical problems if the state cover and
characterization sets contain operations which are not part of the operational context
(as in such a situation, relevant test cases might be filtered out).

Fig. 3. State transition diagram of the reduced SXM for the composition context

Generating the Test Cases. The test generation method (Sect. 4.2) is applied
to the reduced SXM resulting to a reduced test set (step 5 in Fig. 2). For the
test generation, both the state cover and the characterization sets need to be
calculated for the reduced SXM, as, in the general case, they will be different
from the respective sets of the original model.
Example. Test sets for the complete and the reduced SXMs for the ShipmentService example can be found online at [11].
Testing during Deployment. The final step during deployment involves testing the service (step 6 in Fig. 2). This ensures that the service behaves according
to its specification, at least concerning the part of its interface which belongs
to the composition context and thus ensures that a “correct” SBA is being deployed. However, as motivated in Sect. 1, even if a service was shown to work
during design-time, it needs to be (re-)checked during the operation of the SBA
to detect deviations (especially if such a service is provided by a third party).
5.2

Just-in-time Testing after Deployment

After deployment, when the client starts executing the composition (step a in
Fig. 2), the testing engine is invoked to perform online tests.
To this end, the testing engine will read the stored, reduced test set and
execute the test cases (step b in Fig. 2) until all the tests have passed or one of
them has failed. In the latter case an adaptation is triggered.

6

Critical Discussion

This section reflects on the applicability of our proposed technique in realistic settings by discussing its underlying assumptions, as well as scalability and
efficiency.

6.1

Assumptions of the Testing Approach

As mentioned in Sect. 4.2, the SXM test case generation relies on certain assumptions to guarantee its results. Specifically, the testing method assumes that
the implementation of the individual processing functions is correct, and, based
on this assumption, ensures that the system correctly implements their integration. As suggested in [16] this assumption could be checked in practice through
a separate quality assurance process (e.g., using traditional black-box testing
techniques or formal verification).
Additionally, the testing method relies on the following “design for test” conditions [16]: controllability and observability. Controllability (also called inputcompleteness) requires that any processing function can be exercised from any
memory value using some input. Observability requires that any two different
processing functions will produce different outputs if applied on the same memory/input pair.
In our case observability can be achieved by having each operation providing
a distinct response (which is usually the case with SOAP Web services).
Controllability depends on the model. The ShipmentService used as an example in this paper is an input-complete (thus controllable) model. Furthermore, the proposed model reduction preserves completeness, since processing
functions are not modified but merely removed from the model. If the initial
processing functions were input-complete, then the remaining functions are also
input-complete.
Moreover, a fundamental premise for the just-in-time online testing approach
presented here—as well as for service testing in general— is that service providers
offer some practical way for their services to be tested without triggering real
world side effects, such as shipping items or charging credit cards.
There are several ways that this can be realised from a technical point of
view. In general, it is accomplished by allowing services to be executed in a
special testing environment or configuration mode, often called a “sandbox”,
which allows the functionality of services to be fully exercised in isolation from
the real production environment and databases. The sandbox environments of
Paypal and Amazon Web Services are typical examples.
A requirement that logically follows, if we are to increase our confidence
for some service which is tested under such a “non-production” mode, is that
the special test-mode instance of the service which is actually executed during
testing is identical to the actual production instance that will be invoked shortly
after.
6.2

Scalability and Efficiency

Table 2 shows the sizes and the lengths of the test set for different values of k,
both for the complete and the reduced model. The actual numbers are much
smaller than the (theoretically estimated) maximums.6
6

Based on [16], the maximum number of test sequences, i.e., card(X), is less than
n2 · rk+2 /(r − 1), where n = card(Q), r = card(Φ), and (continued on next page)

The complete SXM models a service with an interface of 6 operations whereas
the reduced SXM models an interface of 4 operations. The time savings from
the reduction range between 55–60%.
As it has been discussed above, even if only the reduced set of test cases is
executed, testing still takes some time to complete and thus might take longer
than the time that is available before the conversational service is invoked for
the first time.7
A possible solution to this problem is to perform some kind of gradual testing:
Online testing can begin with the execution of test cases for k = 0. If there is
still time available execution of test cases for k = 1 can begin, and so on. This
gradually increases the confidence that the implementation is correct.
In the worst case scenario there might be not enough time even for the
execution of the k = 0 test set. In that case there are two possibilities: (1) delay
the service execution in order to complete testing, or (2) stop the testing and start
service execution. Those choices could be offered in a framework configuration
and left to the designer of the composition to take the decision.
To take a more informed decision, the framework could provide some measurements from previous test executions. During test at deployment, gradual
testing may be performed and the required times for the test execution for different values of k could be measured and stored. These values could be used for
deciding how the framework should behave in cases there is not sufficient time to
test. For example, the designer of the composition could decide that even when
there is not enough time, tests for k = 0 should always be executed first before
service execution.
In addition to time, testing costs can become a critical factor for the applicability of our technique, as the invocation of third-party services can be costly.
Furthermore, intense online testing can have an adverse effect on the provisioning
of the services, as testing might reduce the resources available on the provider’s

7

(continued from previous page) k the estimated number of extra states in the implementation. The total length l of the test set is less than card(X)·n0 , where n0 = k+n.
Actual numbers are much lower than these maximums, mainly due to the fact that
JSXM removes all those sequences which are prefixes of other sequences in the test
set.
Indicatively, it took about 0.5 seconds to execute the test set of length 98 to a Web
service implementation of the ShipmentShervice in a LAN.

Table 2. The sizes and the lengths of the test set for the complete and reduced model
for different k values
card(X), l
complete SXM
reduced SXM
savings %

0
38
17
55

1
122
54
56

61
25
59

234
98
58

k
2
89 398
36 168
60
58

3
122
50
59

4
624
270
57

160
67
58

922
410
56

side and thus could, for instance, impact on performance (cf. [7]). This means
that the number of online test cases that can be executed is limited by economic
and technical considerations. Especially if more than one SBA instance is running, applying our technique to each of those SBA instances individually can
lead to redundant online tests, which should be avoided. One solution would be
to use a “central” component in our framework that governs the online testing
activities and, for instance, does not execute a test if an identical test has already been performed (provided that it can be assumed that its outcomes are
still representative of the current situation).

7

Conclusions

This paper introduced a novel technique for just-in-time online testing of conversational services, which enables proactively triggering adaptations of servicebased applications. Such a technique is especially relevant in the setting of the
“Internet of Services”, where applications will increasingly be composed from
third party services, which are not under the control of the service consumer
and thus require that they are (re-)checked during the operation of the SBA to
detect failures.
We are currently integrating the presented technique into the PROSA framework (PRO-active Self-Adaptation [13]) in the context of the S-Cube project.
Although, possible adaptation strategies have not been in the focus of this paper,
they can be considered to further extend our proposed techniques. For example,
if an alternative service is chosen to replace a faulty one, the alternative service may be (pre-)tested to ensure it provides the same functionality before the
actual adaptation will be performed.
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